Los Angeles Based Offer To Close Announces
Hire Of Leading Transaction Coordinator
Los Angeles, CA Release: July 13, 2018
Today, Offer To Close, a transaction coordinator service based in Los Angeles, announced the hiring
of Cherie Harris-Brazeal as the newest member of the Offer To Close Transaction Coordinator Team.
Harris-Brazeal joins the company with over 10 years of experience as both a transaction coordinator
and as a licensed real estate agent. Over the course of her career, she has helped to close hundreds
of transactions and worked hand in hand with more than 100 agents from all of the large brokerages
including Coldwell Banker, Century 21, and Pinnacle.
With her wide breadth of experience and vast number of transactions she has worked on, it is little
surprise Cherie has experience selling and managing the paperwork for nearly every type of real
estate transaction (standard, new construction, short sale, foreclosure, trust/estates, probate, and
REO's).
“We are excited to have Cherie as the newest member of our growing team. Her unique skillset and
experience as both a real estate agent and a transaction coordinator give her a unique perspective
that she has used to assist hundreds of agents over the course of her career to successfully complete
transaction after transaction,” said OfferToClose.com Founder and CEO, James Green.
Prior to joining the Offer To Close team as a Transaction Coordinator, Cherie worked at Zip Realty,
White House Properties, Exit Realty, and Century 21, as well as acting as an independent transaction
coordinator.
“I am excited to join Offer To Close and help to use our knowledge and experience as leaders in real
estate, marketing, and technology to be a guide for home buyers and sellers through a transaction, by
creating tools and services that make a home-buying process simple, transparent, and affordable,”
explained Harris-Brazeal.
In a recent survey of home owners performed by Home By Home and Offer To Close, 281 home
owners were asked a series of questions to identify what the most valuable thing their real estate
agent helped them with during the transaction. Over 60% of respondents said that managing the
contracts, paperwork, and process was the most valuable contribution.
Offer to Close merges technology and talented transaction coordinators to help real estate agents get
an advantage over their competitors, by helping with managing the contracts, paperwork, and
process so more clients can get from offer to close.
Whether you are a real estate agent looking for help getting your next transaction closed or are doing
a for-sale-by-owner and don’t know how to manage all of the contracts, visit OfferToClose.com to get
started today.
Contact info: pr@offertoclose.com

